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Stay Up LatePuffin
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers provides a
cure for his boredom.
What will get sleepy Amy out of bed? Not her brother's yell. Not her father's stern command.
Not even her mother's trick of standing Amy up on her feet! So they do the only thing they
can--they tuck her back into bed! Amy's father picks up one end of the bed and Amy's mother
and brother pick up the other. They lug it out the door, down the street, around the corner,
through the school yard, and into the school. Amy's classmates spend the entire day trying to
get sleeping Amy through her school activities.
Renowned artist Maira Kalman sheds light on the fascinating life and interests of the
Renaissance man who was our third president. Thomas Jefferson is perhaps best known for
writing the Declaration of Independence̶but thereʼs so much more to discover. This energetic
man was interested in everything. He played violin, spoke seven languages and was a
scientist, naturalist, botanist, mathematician and architect. He designed his magnificent home,
Monticello, which is full of objects he collected from around the world. Our first foodie, he grew
over fifteen kinds of peas and advocated a mostly vegetarian diet. And oh yes, as our third
president, he doubled the size of the United States and sent Lewis and Clark to explore it. He
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the Library of Congress and said, “I cannot live without books.” But monumental

figures can have monumental flaws, and Jefferson was no exception. Although he called
slavery an “abomination,” he owned about 150 slaves. As she did in Looking at Lincoln, Maira
Kalman shares a presidentʼs remarkable, complicated life with young readers, making history
come alive with her captivating text and stunning illustrations.
Twenty five years ago, it didn't exist. Today, twenty million people worldwide are surfing the
Net. Where Wizards Stay Up Late is the exciting story of the pioneers responsible for creating
the most talked about, most influential, and most far-reaching communications breakthrough
since the invention of the telephone. In the 1960's, when computers where regarded as mere
giant calculators, J.C.R. Licklider at MIT saw them as the ultimate communications devices.
With Defense Department funds, he and a band of visionary computer whizzes began work on
a nationwide, interlocking network of computers. Taking readers behind the scenes, Where
Wizards Stay Up Late captures the hard work, genius, and happy accidents of their daring,
stunningly successful venture.
Max Makes a Million
Stay Up Late: (childrens Book about Bedtime Excuses)
It's a Busload of Pigeon Books!
Secret Admirer
The Pigeon Has Feelings, Too!

From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
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Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have
taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply
don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what
to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally
trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not
being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your
work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at
the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and
kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The
author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be
widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the
job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a
Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most
vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole
Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
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the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author
of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
New York Times best seller Ever since Gabrielle Stanley Blair became a parent, she’s
believed that a thoughtfully designed home is one of the greatest gifts we can give our
families, and that the objects and decor we choose to surround ourselves with tell our
family’s story. In this, her first book, Blair offers a room-by-room guide to keeping things
sane, organized, creative, and stylish. She provides advice on getting the most out of even
the smallest spaces; simple fixes that make it easy for little ones to help out around the
house; ingenious storage solutions for the never-ending stream of kid stuff; rainy-day DIY
projects; and much, much more.
This book is both an exam guide to children ́s sleep medicine and a practical manual for
diagnosis and management of sleep disorders in children. An overview of the most
frequent sleep disorders encountered in newborns, infants, children and adolescents is
provided. This book discusses the main sleep disorders in detail, including insomnia,
respiratory disturbances, movement disorders during sleep, circadian rhythm disorders,
parasomnias, and disorders associated with increased sleepiness. It also covers sleep
disorders associated with neurological, psychiatric, and medical diseases. This book is
divided into two parts. The first part is an introduction to childhood sleep physiology and
pathology, epidemiology of sleep disorders, and diagnostic procedures. The second part
describes the most frequent sleep disorders in greater depth. Sleep Disorders in Children
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sleep researchers, pediatricians, child neurologists and child psychiatrists, as
well as patient organizations and families with affected children.
Alexander and his older sister Lulu visit Japan and discover many fascinating things
including fish markets, outdoor baths, futons, and a frog who writes haiku.
"First published in the United States of America by Nancy Paulsen Books, a division of
Penguin Young Readers Group, 2012."
That's Bad Manners, Roys Bedoys
The Origins Of The Internet
Get Out of Bed!
Bear Stays Up for Christmas
The Little Girl Who Didn't Want to Go to Bed
Needing to brush his teeth, a bus driver asks the reader to make sure that the pigeon goes to
bed on time--but the bird has many excuses about why it should stay awake.
Our mission: to make math a fun part of kids' everyday lives. We all know it's wonderful to read
bedtime stories to kids, but what about doing math? Many generations of Americans are
uncomfortable with math and numbers, and too often we hear the phrase, "I'm just not good at
math!" For decades, this attitude has trickled down from parents to their kids, and we now have
a culture that finds math dry, intimidating, and just not cool. Bedtime Math wants to change all
that. Inside this book, families will find fun, mischief-making math problems to tackle—math that
isn't just kid-friendly, but actually kid-appealing. With over 100 math riddles on topics from
jalapeños and submarines to roller coasters and flamingos, this book bursts with math that
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looks nothing
like school. And with three different levels of challenge (wee ones, little kids, and
big kids), there's something for everyone. We can make numbers fun, and change the world,
one Bedtime Math puzzle at a time.
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he
gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon
tries every trick in the book to get in that driving seat: he whines, wheedles, fibs and flatters.
Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny picture
book demands audience participation!
Hilarious Reasons A Squirrel Just Won't Go To Sleep Do your kids try to get out of going to
bed? One little squirrel also uses ridiculous excuses to stay out of bed. Written in beautiful
rhyme this is an excellent story that makes your kids laugh. Here's what readers are already
saying about this amazing picture book: "Do your kids have creative excuses for not going to
bed? This is a perfect baby book on this subject. " -- Elizabeth My kids love it! Colorful eyecatching drawings supplement the bedtime story perfectly. -- Erin "The preschool book is so
funny that we can read it over and over again. -- Annie This story is about that funny squirrel
whose actions similar to all young children before going to bed.The squirrel shouldn't stay up
late. But the squirrel has his own opinion on the matter: "I'm not tired," he proclaims or "My
tummy is growly. I can't go to bed." He keeps telling excuses while falling asleep and yawning.
Warning! Cuteness overload, so be ready!This kids book has a great story and fantastic
illustrations that will make you happier or just put a smile on your face. You and your kids will
love this childrens book...grab it now while it's still available at this discounted price.
Max’s dream is to live in Paris and be a poet. But do you think it is easy for a dog to pack a
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suitcase, put on a beret, and hop on a plane? Ha! No one will buy Max’s poems,

so without money he must stay put. But living in New York City isn’t so bad. Where else could
he have friends like Bruno, with his invisible paintings, or Marcello, who builds upside down
houses? And where else could he drop in at Baby Henry’s Candy Shop? It’s all possible in
New York, a jumping jazzy city. And for Max, it’s a dog’s life that only Maira Kalman could
invent.
American Utopia
The Phantom Tollbooth
Sayonara, Mrs. Kackleman
I'm Not Tired: (childrens Book about Bedtime Excuses, Kids Books, Baby Books, Books Ages
3 5, Preschool Books, Picture Book, Bedtime
Bye-Bye Moon
Every night, Lisa Natasha and Little Neil beg to stay up late and skip going to bed. Then one day,
a magical creature makes their dreams come true by taking away the moon so the night
disappears! But the sunshine can't make up for the grumpy, sleep-deprived world that takes its
place. It's up to the two siblings to figure out a way to bring back the night so they can sleep and
the world can return to normal. With its light-hearted approach to an issue that is contentious in
many households, Bye-Bye Moon is a story sure to delight children who fuss about going to bed
and the parents who tuck them in.
The day before Christmas, snuggled on his floor, Bear sleeps soundly with a great big snore.
"Dear Bear. Get up!" Mouse shouts in his ear. "We won't let you sleep through Christmas this
year." Bear's friends are determined that he'sawake for Christmas and they get him up from his
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on Christmas Eve. Bear is excited to experience the holiday with his friends and tries
very hard to stay awake, helping to find the right Christmas tree, making mint tea and singing
carols. Finally, though, it's his friends who have fallen asleep - and Bear Stays Up! He makes food
and presents for his friends, not noticing that Father Christmas has also come to visit. Christmas
morning dawns bright and happy for all!
Family members and friends entertain a new baby on his first night at home.
Plagued by nightmares and hallucinations after a car accident kills her father, Lisa takes a
seemingly straightforward babysitting job to distract herself only to discover horrifying truths
about her young charge. By the best-selling author of the Goosebumps series. Simultaneous eBook.
"...an engaging book: part diary, part manifesto." The Guardian A round-the-world bicycle tour
with one of the most original artists of our day. Urban bicycling has become more popular than
ever as recession-strapped, climate-conscious city dwellers reinvent basic transportation. In this
wide-ranging memoir, artist/musician and co-founder of Talking Heads David Byrne--who has
relied on a bike to get around New York City since the early 1980s--relates his adventures as he
pedals through and engages with some of the world's major cities. From Buenos Aires to Berlin, he
meets a range of people both famous and ordinary, shares his thoughts on art, fashion, music,
globalization, and the ways that many places are becoming more bike-friendly. Bicycle Diaries is
an adventure on two wheels conveyed with humor, curiosity, and humanity.
Yes Day!
Don't Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late!
Larry Bendeco Johannes Von Sloop
Bedtime Math: A Fun Excuse to Stay Up Late
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Design Mom
Nighttime is the best time for stories. And Lulu is the best storyteller. She
knows about the three cross-eyed dogs at a fancy restaurant, about blue
and green mountains where fish fly, about the family party where Maishel
Shmelkin forgot to wear his pants and of course about the noodle woman
the pointy red nose. The stories, told by a sister to her little brother, are
short and sweet and make you remember things and forget things. Maira
Kalman paints a wondrous and humor-filled world in a childs-eye view. It is
full of wild invention, people familar and outlandish, bittersweet moments
and flights of fancy.
The internet’s “World’s Best Father," award-winning photographer Dave
Engledow, makes his picture book debut with The Little Girl Who Didn’t Want
to Go to Bed, a hilarious, eye-popping, photographic bedtime tale that’s sure
to make bedtime a lot more fun. There was once a little girl who wouldn’t go
to bed. So, one night, she decided to stay awake—drawing pictures...reading
books...blowing bubbles. Uh-oh! What’s a sleepy little girl to do when she’s
stayed up all night and has a big day ahead of her? Dave Engledow first
made waves on the internet with a picture he took of himself groggily
cradling his daughter, Alice, like a football and squirting milk from her bottle
into a “World’s Best Father” mug of coffee. Dave’s fathering adventures only
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got sillier,
and soon he had enough pictures to publish an adult trade book,
Confessions of the World’s Best Father. His work has been featured by
People, GQ, the Washington Post, BuzzFeed, USA Today, the Today show,
Time, and many others. Now Dave brings the playful spirit of his whimsical
photography to his debut picture book—a bedtime tale that’s about not
going to bed at all!
Do you have trouble getting your children to bed at night? Do they always
want to keep playing or reading their books when it's bedtime? Baby Bear
Stays Up Too Late is a wonderful bedtime story for young children told in
rhyme. Three-year-old Baby Bear loves his books and toys, even when he's
supposed to be sleeping. Combined with the exquisite color illustrations,
Baby Bear Stays Up Too Late is sure to thrill your children. Any child that's
always wanted to stay up past their bedtime will identify with the main
character as he learns about the benefits of getting a good night's sleep and
sufficient rest. Baby Bear Stays Up Too Late also enables parents and
teachers to provide children with essential lifestyle information in an
entertaining manner. Baby Bear Stays Up Too Late is ideal for reading at
bedtime with younger children. Older children will also enjoy reading the
book on their own.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden
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puppet whose
nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted
more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio
begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts
out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry
does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a
piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto.
And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a
boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is
about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette,
and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of
children's literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this
is not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
Woohoo Storytime! Roys Bedoys learns what bad manners are at a
restaurant. This is a great book for children to learn good manners.
It's Never Too Late to Sleep Train
Thomas Jefferson
Bicycle Diaries
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Ask a Manager
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The Sesame Street Muppets watch a holiday television program showing how children
around the world celebrate the New Year.
Soon to be a Netflix Film in March 2021! From the New York Times bestselling creators
of I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Tom Lichtenheld, a funny look at the
one day of the year that can compete with Christmas for children's affection: YES DAY!
No matter how silly the request, there is one day a year when kids always receive a
positive response: Can I have pizza for breakfast? YES! Can we have a food fight? YES!
Can I stay up really late? YES! The simple text coupled with delightful illustrations will
send kids on a journey into their wildest wishes. With humor and appreciation for life's
little pleasures, Yes Day! captures the excitement of being a kid. Jennifer Garner uses Yes
Day! as inspiration for an annual magical day of all things YES with her children. She
was a little worn out after 24 hours of pure YES in 2017, but she still praised Yes Day! as
"a fantastic children's book."
From former Talking Heads frontman and multimedia visionary David Byrne and
revered bestselling author, illustrator, and artist Maira Kalman--an inspiring celebration
in words and art of the connections between us all. Don't miss the Spike Lee film of the
Broadway hit American Utopia--on HBO. A Beat Most Anticipated Graphic Novel of
Fall 2020 A joyful collaboration between old friends David Byrne and Maira Kalman,
American Utopia offers readers an antidote to cynicism, bursting with pathos, humanism,
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and hope--featuring his words and lyrics brought to life with more than 150 of her
colorful paintings. The text is drawn from David Byrne's American Utopia, which has
become a hit Broadway show and is now a film from Spike Lee on HBO. The four-color
artwork, by Maira Kalman, which she created for the Broadway show's curtain, is
composed of small moments, expressions, gestures, and interactions that together offer a
portrait of daily life and coexistence. With their creative talents combined, American
Utopia is a salvo for kindness and a call for jubilation, a reminder to sing, dance, and
waste not a moment. Beautifully designed and edited by Alex Kalman, American Utopia
is a balm for the soul from two of the world's most extraordinary artists.
It's all in a name -- or so they say. In a fun update to the classic Chinese story of Tikki
Tikki Tembo-no Sa Rembo-chari Bari Ruchi-pip Peri Pembo, this story will continue to
entertain children for this and many generations to come.
At bedtime a young girl asks "Does everything in the world go to sleep?"
How to Live with Kids: A Room-by-Room Guide
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life
at Work
The Pigeon Wants a Puppy!
The Low-Stress Way to High-Quality Sleep for Babies, Kids, and Parents
A Story About Bedtime
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER •
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this award-winning,
modern classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around
the corner--or just under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A
curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now
Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green
Lake, where the boys build character by spending all day, every day
digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake
at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take
long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character improvement
going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the
warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a driedup lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly
humorous tale of crime and punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw
puzzle of a novel." —New York Times *Includes a double bonus: an
excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt
from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
Hilarious Reasons A Squirrel Just Won't Go To SleepDo your kids try to
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get out of going to bed? One little squirrel also uses ridiculous excuses to
stay out of bed. Written in beautiful rhyme this is an excellent story that
makes your kids laugh. Here's what readers are already saying about this
amazing picture book:
Caldecott Honor artist Mo Willems continues his charming Elephant &
Piggie series of first readers with these two titles, in which Piggie is
invited to her very first party, while Gerald discovers that there is
something worse than a bird on his head. Full color.
Stubborn Groundhog simply can’t wait until February 2 to wake all his
friends up! Groundhog loves to run and play. When winter comes,
Groundhog does not want to hibernate. His friends warn that he’ll be
hungry and cold and lonely, but he just won’t listen. Yet he soon
discovers his friends were right. Then he has a brilliant idea! He’ll have
an EARLY spring! All his friends will wake up, and they can all have fun
together again. But his friends aren’t too happy when they find out
Groundhog has played a trick on them. A great new twist on the
groundhog’s annual February ritual, this story is guaranteed to entertain,
with a willful hero that children and adults will instantly recognize.
Blossom and Boo stay up late and brave all the new sights and sounds of
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the forest after dark -- hooting owls, screeching bats, creaky branches,
and scary shadows. Children will enjoy the vicarious experience of
Blossom and Boo's bedtime adventure while parents will appreciate the
reassuring message that nighttime is best for sleeping and daytime is
best for playing.
Looking at Lincoln
Sesame Street Stays Up Late
I Am Invited to a Party!
,toddler
The pigeon really, really wants a puppy, but when a puppy arrives the
pigeon changes its mind.
From a leading pediatric sleep physician comes a revolutionary
program that will have everyone in the house sleeping through the
night. When Dr. Craig Canapari became a father, he realized that all
his years of 36-hour hospital shifts didn't even come close to
preparing him for the sleep deprivation that comes with parenthood.
The difference is that parents don’t get a break—it’s hard to know if
there’s a night of uninterrupted sleep anywhere in the foreseeable
future. Sleepless nights for kids mean sleepless nights for the rest
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of the family—and
a grumpy group around the breakfast table in the
morning. In It's Never Too Late to Sleep Train, Canapari helps
parents harness the power of habit to chart a clear path to highquality sleep for their children. The result is a streamlined twostep sleep training plan that focuses on cues and consequences, the
two elements that shape all habits and that take on special
importance when it comes to kids’ bedtime routines. Dr. Canapari
distills years of clinical research and experience to make sleep
training simple and stress-free. Even if you’ve been told that you’ve
missed the optimal "window" for sleep training, Dr. Canapari is here
to prove that it's never too late, whether your child is 6 months or
6 years old. He's on your side in the battle against bedtime, and
with his advice, parents and children alike can expect a lifetime of
healthy sleep.
Pigeon runs through a series of emotions while attempting to thwart
his old nemesis, the bus driver.
A young actress draws a sinister spotlight in this spooky installment
in R.L. Stine’s bestselling Fear Street series—now with a fresh new
look! Selena has it all. She just scored the lead in her high school
play, and everyone adores her. So when she starts receiving dead
flowers from a secret “admirer” named The Sun, she just assumes it’s
a harmless fan. But Selena soon realizes that The Sun is
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serious...dead
suspicious accident. Then, a speeding car almost kills her! Selena
doesn’t know what this psycho wants. All she knows is that her numberone fan has become her number-one nightmare.
Traditional Chinese edition It's a Busload of Pigeon Books! It is a
three-book set of Mo Willems best loved Pigeon book: DON'T LET THE
PIGEON DRIVE THE BUS! THE PIGEON WANTS A PUPPY! and DON'T LET THE
PIGEON STAY UP LATE! In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Where Wizards Stay Up Late
Don't Stay Up Late
Stay Up Late
A Fear Street Novel
Sleep Disorders in Children

Walter lives near the top floor of a tall apartment building where, one night,
his habit of jumping on his bed leads to a tumultuous fall through floor after
floor, collecting occupants all the way down, in a fully reillustrated 25th
anniversary edition of the beloved classic.
Blossom and Boo Stay Up Late
No Jumping on the Bed!
Hey Willy, See the Pyramids
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Groundhog Stays Up Late
Sleep Like a Tiger
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